René Boender does not consider Utopia to be unlikely

A l Gore may have g ot th e sc ie nc e w rong b u t he knows h ow to create a s pla s h!
It’s 17th October 2048; there are no less than 9,122,567,007 people living on Earth; at least
59% are women and 41% men: a direct consequence of global warming. What a prospect!
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There are also more than 28 billion spiders. Just imagine what would happen if they were to
become really smart and try to take over the world?

Gore’s science is faulty but we should still thank him. With
his Hollywood approach he has put the greatest challenge
facing us today back on the international agenda. Green
was once just a colour. Now it is a necessary requirement
for sustainability. CO2 was nothing more than the chemical
name of a gas, but now it has become an ‘attitude’, a way to
contribute to a better world! And that begins today.
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